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1. Introduction

Government can order citizens to pay taxes on their income. But for many sources of income, government has a hard time enforcing this obligation. Tax evasion is a serious concern. In economic terminology, the problem results from a principal agent relationship. There is moral hazard, chiefly because citizens can underreport income. If citizens are perfectly rational, in the sense of economic textbooks, government can solve the problem by threatening citizens with a sufficiently severe sanction when caught, provided it can credibly commit to sufficiently frequent audits (Allingham and Sandmo 1972). But not all citizens correctly anticipate the sanction. And arguably in many countries, at least for ordinary citizens, the expected cost of the sanction is below the amount they have to pay. If citizens maximize income, they would not pay (or pay less, in order not to appear suspicious). This sure happens. But in many countries, tax evasion seems to be much less frequent than profit maximization would predict. Apparently, tax morale is not imaginary.

Tax morale can have multiple reasons. Citizens have high valuation for public goods provided by government. They see paying taxes to their country as an expression of their national identity. They have picked up their attitude towards taxation through education, and do what they once have been taught. They overestimate the detection probability, or the severity of the sanction. They are concerned about additional disutility from loosing face in their local community. In this paper, we focus on another motive: citizens pay taxes because this is their duty. They follow the rule that is in force. In experiments, it has been shown that this propensity is surprisingly widespread (Kimbrough and Vostroknutov 2016).

In our experiment, we test rule following if the rule wants individuals to pay taxes. We investigate whether and in which ways the willingness to follow tax rules deteriorates in the face of heterogeneity. Heterogeneity faces government with a dilemma: if citizens care about not being disadvantaged, any tax regime is perceived as unfair by a relevant part of the population. They are liable to react by themselves evading taxes. Worse even: those privileged by the tax regime might anticipate that those disadvantaged will evade taxes, and might themselves evade taxes in response.

We compare a tax that is the same for everybody (a lump sum) with a tax that is proportional to the individual’s income (a flat tax), and a tax that is progressive. All three schemes not only exist. They all resonate with characteristic fairness norms. A uniform tax implements equality of the absolute tax burden. A proportional tax creates equality of the relative tax burden. If individuals experience decreasing marginal utility of income, an (appropriately designed) progressive tax creates equality of the utility loss.

Tax rules not only affect the tax burden. They also, mechanically, create or reduce inequality of income. As equality preferences are pronounced, this could aggravate the problem.

Moreover, as one of us has shown in an earlier experiment, rule following is sensitive to information about the rule following of one’s peers (Desmet and Engel 2017) (also see
Bicchieri and Xiao 2009). This suggests that the socially beneficial effect of tax morale on an individual is conditional on her knowledge or expectations about the tax morale of her peers, which might, in turn, be affected by the perceived fairness of the tax regime.

We test theoretical predictions in the lab. Each of 20 periods, participants receive low, medium or high income. For each participant, the income is held constant throughout the experiment. During the first 10 periods, participants are on their own. They learn that there is a rule that wants them to pay a defined amount in taxes. During the first 10 periods, participants only know about the expected payment, not how it is calculated. This part of the experiment allows us to study rule following as a determinant of tax morale. The requested tax is held constant throughout the experiment. Yet in period 11, at the start of the main experiment, participants learn that they are part of a randomly composed group of three, and that the requested tax results from a tax regime that is either uniform, proportional to income, or progressive. In period 11, we thus make the fairness problem visible. There is no audit and, consequently, no sanction for tax evasion. There is also no feedback about taxes paid by other group members.

Participants pay substantial amounts of taxes. Rule following is a driver of tax morale. Yet if the fairness problem becomes visible, tax payments go down by 16%. This effect is driven by participants who now know they have low income. Interestingly, on average participants do not pay more taxes if the regime is in their favor, and less taxes if the regime is in favor of another part of the population. Yet we do find these intuitive differences if we condition tax declarations on beliefs about choices of participants with high income. Irrespective of income, a direct effect (the tax regime is favorable or unfavorable) and an indirect effect (the tax regime is expected to decrease or increase tax declarations of individuals with high income) cancel out.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we relate the paper to the literature and define our contribution. In section 3, we introduce the design of the experiment. In section 4, we report results. Section 5 concludes with discussion.

2. Contribution

Tax evasion is notoriously difficult to observe in the field. Also self-report data, and classifications by tax officers, do not significantly correlate with choices elicited in the lab (Elffers, Robben et al. 1992). These observations have spurred a very active experimental literature (for (partial) surveys see Torgler 2002, Alm and Jacobson 2007, Blackwell 2007, Kirchler 2007, Torgler 2007, Alm 2012, Hallsworth 2014, Pickhardt and Prinz 2014, Slemrod 2016). We follow this tradition and implement the canonical design: in every period participants receive a constant income. Income is liable to tax, but participants have the opportunity to underreport. Regularly, a substantial fraction of participants do (see, e.g. Doerrenberg and Duncan 2014b). Interest is in the determinants of this decision.
Earlier experiments have shown that tax evasion increases in income (Becker, Büchner et al. 1987, Anderhub, Giese et al. 2001); in the tax rate (Alm, Jackson et al. 1992, Kleven, Knudsen et al. 2011) (but see Anderhub, Giese et al. 2001), and especially in reaction to an increase in the tax rate (Bernasconi, Corazzini et al. 2014); if the tax regime changes from proportional to progressive tax (Heinemann and Kocher 2013). All of these findings suggest that, in a homogenous population, tax evasion is least pronounced if the tax is flat, and most pronounced if the tax is progressive. Note however that, after the fall of the iron curtain, some of the successor states to Czechoslovakia, the USSR, and Yugoslavia, have introduced flat tax, while others have not. This difference has not significantly affected the overall rate of tax evasion (Filer, Hanousek et al. 2016).

The effect of individual morality and social norms on tax evasion is debated. Some experiments do not find a significant effect (Alm, McClelland et al. 1992), or find that it is only present in interaction with explicit sanctions for underreporting (Alm, Sanchez et al. 1995). Choices in an unframed gamble do not predict tax evasion when there is some risk of audit (Baldry 1986, but see Mittone 2006). When framing the payment as a tax, there is more evasion than with a neutral frame (Jacobsen and Piovesan 2014). Making the immorality of tax evasion salient has an effect, while making the illegality salient has not (Blaufus, Hundsdorfer et al. 2016) (also see Bott, Cappelen et al. 2017). Knowing that this will put the willingness to pay taxes to a harder test, we frame our experiment as one about taxation.

For our research question, experiments are particularly relevant that induce heterogeneity. Spicer and Becker (1980) implement different tax rates for otherwise equal participants. Those with the highest tax burden evade most. Bazart and Bonein (2014) expose participants to an asymmetry in the tax rate, to social information about tax evasion by others, or both. Social information (“horizontal reciprocity”) and their combination with “vertical reciprocity” significantly reduce reported income. Castro and Rizzo (2014) classify participants by their performance in a real effort task, which determines their earnings in the main experiment. If low performers have to pay high taxes (“vertical inequity”) there is no significant difference in tax evasion. There is if the tax burden is arbitrarily determined, with no correlation to performance (“horizontal inequity”). Heinemann and Kocher (2013) have individuals participate in a repeated game. Income is partly related to measured ability, and partly stochastic. For 10 periods they either implement proportional or progressive tax. After 10 periods there is a regime change. Those who lose from the reform evade more taxes. Overall a shift to progressive taxation increases tax evasion. Participants with lower earning ability tend to evade more taxes (Doerrenberg and Duncan 2014a).¹ There are two related findings with homogenous populations: there is no significant difference between the evasion of earned and assigned income (Durham, Manly et al. 2014). Tax evasion increases in the cost of effort (Bühren and Kundt 2014).

---

¹ Also see the survey instrument by Jimenez and Iyer (2016). They find that „perceived fairness“, operationalized as a latent variable in a structural model, predicts tax compliance.
We make four contributions to this literature: (1) we investigate whether, in a heterogeneous population, there is a systematic relationship between income brackets and tax evasion: are those with high income most likely to evade a progressive tax, those with average income most likely to evade a proportional tax, and those with low income most likely to evade a uniform tax? (2) Are descriptive norms (beliefs about choices) biased by individual income? (3) Is tax evasion more pronounced in a heterogeneous population, and is this effect driven by the income brackets disadvantaged by the respective tax regime? (4) Do those privileged by the tax regime anticipate that those disadvantaged will react with tax evasion?

This last step of our argument partly builds on earlier findings about the social dimension of tax evasion. Many find that there is more tax evasion if others underreport income (Wakolbinger and Haigner 2009, Bazart and Bonein 2014, Blaufus, Bob et al. 2014, Lefebvre, Pestieau et al. 2015). Honest taxpayers are even willing to finance a fund that fights tax evasion (Bazart and Bonein 2017). However in Fortin, Lacroix et al. (2007) participants evade less taxes the more their peers evade, and vice versa. Informing individuals about the prevalence of tax evasion does not increase their declared tax morale, while stressing reciprocity does (Doerrenberg and Peichl 2017). Social norms are a stronger safeguard against collusive, rather than individual tax evasion (Abraham, Lorek et al. 2017).

Tax evasion decreases the more public goods participants receive “in exchange” for their taxes (Alm, Jackson et al. 1992, Alm, McClelland et al. 1992), especially in terms of transfer income (Becker, Büchner et al. 1987). However Güth, Strauß et al. (2002) do not find that tax evasion reacts to induced changes in the effectiveness of a state pension system. Tax evasion decreases if participants know that tax income will be used to support other participants (Bosco and Mittone 1997), or for a worthy cause, like research or a well-regarded charity (Doerrenberg 2015). As we refrain from deterring tax evasion with a sanction, we exploit these earlier findings to make a floor effect less likely. We tell participants that the tax revenue will be used for another, unrelated experiment.

When tax returns are partly prefilled, the fact that deductions must be explicitly added reduces the amount of deductions claimed (Kotakorpi and Laamanen 2016, Fochmann, Müller et al. 2018) (also see Kleven, Knudsen et al. 2011, Gillitzer and Skov 2016), which can be interpreted as a default effect (see only Johnson and Goldstein 2003, Bechtold 2010). We exploit these findings to combat a floor effect. The normative tax report is prefilled, but participants are free to adjust the report.

Besides the substantive we also make a methodological contribution to the literature on tax evasion. We show that questions of tax morale can be meaningfully studied experimentally without the threat of sanctions. This makes the design of the experiment, and hence the identification of behavioral effects, much cleaner.
3. Theory

If an individual $i$ earns income $e_i$ that is subject to tax $t_i$, her profit is given by

$$\pi_i = e_i - t_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

If there is no sanction and the individual maximizes profit, she will not pay taxes. This prediction is independent of the tax regime. This gives us

**Hypothesis 1**: Participants evade taxes, no matter which tax regime is in place.

Earlier experiments have demonstrated the willingness of individuals to follow (even arbitrary) rules (Kimbrough and Vostroknutov 2016). This behavioral regularity can be captured by disutility $y_i$ from paying less taxes than the norm $\hat{t}_i$, and hence utility as in (2).

$$u_i = \pi_i - y_i \max\{\hat{t}_i - t_i, 0\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

Provided $y_i > 1$, the individual pays the requested tax $\hat{t}_i$. This prediction is also not conditional on the tax regime, which gives us

**Hypothesis 2**: Participants pay the requested tax, no matter which tax regime is in place.

In the next step, we introduce the perceived fairness of the tax regime. We characterize the regime that this individual considers to be perfectly fair by $\bar{t}_i$ and posit

$$u_i = \pi_i - y_i \max\{\hat{t}_i - t_i, 0\} - \delta_i \max\{\hat{t}_i - \bar{t}_i, 0\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

Hence this individual suffers disutility $\delta_i$ that is the more pronounced the more the requested tax $\hat{t}_i$ exceeds the tax $\bar{t}_i$ that this individual considers fair. The bigger the gap $\hat{t}_i - \bar{t}_i$, and the stronger the disutility $\delta_i$, the more demanding $y_i$. This yields

**Hypothesis 3**: If participants know that income is heterogeneous, they declare less income.

We consider three characteristic fairness norms. They correspond to three characteristic tax regimes $\bar{t}$. If $\hat{t}_i = \bar{t}_i \forall i$, the absolute tax burden is held constant. If $t_i = \tau e_i$, with tax rate $\tau < 1$, the relative tax burden is held constant. Finally if $t_i = \tau e_i^x$ and progression factor $x > 1$ chosen appropriately, disutility from paying taxes is held constant, provided individuals exhibit decreasing marginal returns from income. Capturing this latter possibility requires rewriting (3) as

$$u_i = \pi_i^y - y_i \max\{\hat{t}_i - t_i, 0\} - \delta_i \max\{\hat{t}_i - \bar{t}_i, 0\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

with $y \leq 1$ allowing for utility from income to be concave.
We consider a society of three individuals \( l, m, h \) who have low, medium and high income, respectively. We fix \( e_l \) and let \( e_m = e_l + s \) and \( e_h = e_l - s \), so that \( s \) captures the spread of incomes. If the (desired) tax revenue is held constant, individual \( m \) is indifferent between uniform and proportional tax, but has a lower income and hence utility with progressive tax. Individual \( l \) has the lowest income with uniform tax, a higher income with proportional tax, and the highest income with progressive tax. For individual \( h \) the opposite ranking holds. The bigger \( s \), the more pronounced these income effects. We expect subjective fairness norms to be self-serving (Konow 2000, Konow 2003). For \( l \) and \( h \), the preferred fairness norm is straightforward. Individual \( m \) does not want progressive tax, and will likely not be opposed to proportional tax as a “fair” compromise between the interests of all individuals.

From these arguments we derive

**Hypothesis 4:**

a) individuals with low income declare less income if the regime is uniform or proportional.

b) individuals with medium income declare less income if the regime is progressive.

c) individuals with high income declare less income if the regime is proportional or progressive.

Taxes reduce income. This is why taxes, mechanically, moderate the relative after tax income. A rich experimental literature shows that individuals are sensitive to income equality. We follow the canonical model by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and extend (4) to get

\[
 u_i = \pi_i^Y - \gamma_i \max\{\hat{t}_i - t_i, 0\} - \delta_i \max\{\tilde{t}_i - \tilde{t}_i, 0\} - \alpha_i \sum_{k=2}^{N} \max\{\pi_k - \pi_i, 0\} \quad (5)
\]

This yields

**Hypothesis 5:** Unless the tax is progressive, individuals with low income comply least with the tax rule.

In the final step, we make rule following conditional on the rule following of others. Formally, we let

\[
 \gamma_i = 1 - \rho_i \sum_{k=2}^{N} \max\{\hat{t}_k - t_k, 0\} \quad (6)
\]

Hence we assume that the willingness to pay the required taxes decreases in the number \( k \) of peers who evade taxes, and in the degree \( \hat{t}_k - t_k \) by which they do. Factor \( \rho_i \) determines how strongly individual \( i \) reacts to tax evasion by her peers. Now as a rule, one individual cannot observe how much income others report. This implies that, in (6), she must replace \( \hat{t}_i \) with \( E(\hat{t}_i) \).

In principle, the resulting strategic uncertainty transforms decisions to pay taxes into a strategic game. If all individuals were perfectly foresightful (were level k reasoners), by the logic
of the beauty contest we would have to expect $y_i \rightarrow 0$ (Arad and Rubinstein 2012). The exact parameter would depend on $\rho$ and the individual’s idiosyncratic beliefs about $\rho_i$. If these parameters are sufficiently strong, in the Bayes-Nash equilibrium the socially beneficial force of the willingness to follow rules is completely neutralized. Yet in another experiment involving clashing fairness norms, one of us has shown that there is a surprisingly strong match between the individuals’ own fairness assessment and their beliefs about the choices of others (Bar-Gill and Engel 2018). In the language of models of foresightedness, such individuals can be characterized as level 0 types. This lets us expect

**Hypothesis 6**: The more individuals are skeptical about others paying taxes, the less taxes they pay themselves.

4. Design

Our design matches the theory. Each of 20 periods, participants receive low (5), medium (10) or high income (15). For each participant, the income is held constant throughout the experiment. During the first 10 periods, participants are on their own. They learn that there is a rule that wants them to pay tax $t_k$. During the first 10 periods, participants only know about the expected payment, not how it is calculated. The requested tax is held constant throughout the experiment. Yet in period 11, at the start of the main experiment, participants learn that they are part of a randomly composed group of three, and that the requested tax results from a tax regime that is either the same for everybody, proportional to income, or progressive. In period 11, we thus make the fairness problem visible. There is no audit and, consequently, no sanction for tax evasion. There is also no feedback about taxes paid by other group members.

We are interested in the effect of heterogeneity in income on the willingness to pay taxes. We want to isolate the impact of this heterogeneity on the perceived fairness of tax regimes. This is why we have opted against a real effort task. This avoids a confound with fairness of desert (cf. Gill and Stone 2010).

The tax revenue is not distributed back to participants (the same way as, e.g., in Bazart and Bonein 2014). This feature is meant to avoid a confound with a preference for a specific public good, and for redistribution in particular. We inform participants that the tax revenue is used to finance another experiment.

We want to isolate the effect of heterogeneity in income, and of competing fairness norms, on the willingness to pay taxes merely because paying taxes is the norm. This is why we inform participants that their declarations will not be audited. Findings can therefore not be driven by aversion against the risk of a fine. Sanctions can also not serve as a complement to the propensity for rule following (cf. Engel 2014).
We use two elements of the design to make a floor effect unlikely. We fix the tax revenue at 20% of the expected total income of the group. Consequently the tax burden is not heavy. Moreover we exploit the power of defaults (Johnson and Goldstein 2003, Bechtold 2010). We implement a scheme that has been shown to increase truthful reporting: we prefill the tax declaration (Kleven, Knudsen et al. 2011, Gillitzer and Skov 2016, Kotakorpi and Laamanen 2016, Fochmann, Müller et al. 2018). We use a wording similar to practical applications:

“To facilitate your reporting, in each round, you will be shown the tax you are required to pay. However, you are free to change the amount as you like”.

We manipulate the tax regime. The total group income is $5 + 10 + 15 = 30$, which is why the target tax revenue is 6. In the lump sum regime, each participant is supposed to pay $t = 2$. In the proportional regime, each participant is supposed to pay $t = \frac{r \epsilon}{1 - r}$. Hence we set $t_l = 1, t_m = 2, t_h = 3$. To design the progressive regime, we exploit the fact that a decreasing marginal return of income is isomorphic to risk aversion. We specialize on

\[ u = \pi^r = \frac{\pi}{1 - r} \]  

which is constant relative risk aversion. The canonical paper by Holt and Laury (2002: 1649) finds that individuals are most likely to be moderately risk averse, with $r \in [0.41, 0.68]$. To facilitate the exposition, we do not choose the midpoint ($r = 0.545$), but $r = 0.5$. The utility function defined by (8) is almost linear for higher levels of income, but diverges profoundly from linear utility near the origin. If we were to calculate the progressive tax based on untransformed payoffs, it would be almost perfectly identical with proportional tax. Progressive tax however differs substantially if we calculate it assuming that only income above a subsistence level of 3 should be liable to tax. We calculate the resulting tax the following way: we keep the total (expected) tax revenue fixed at 6; we define taxes such that each individual suffers the same utility loss. For details see the appendix. Table 1 summarizes our treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gross income</th>
<th>lump sum tax</th>
<th>utility loss</th>
<th>proportional tax</th>
<th>utility loss</th>
<th>progressive tax</th>
<th>utility loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>3.429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Treatment Characteristics

utility loss is in % of utility without tax
utility loss is calculated assuming a tax free income of 3

The tax experiment is embedded in a series of pre- and post-experimental tests. They are meant to give us more scope for isolating the effect of clashing fairness norms. Participants know that the experiment has multiple parts, but that later parts will only be introduced after
former parts have been finished. To preserve the independence of individual choices, feedback from all parts of the experiment is withheld until the end of the entire experiment. The sequence is as follows:

1. Tax declarations without information about group composition and tax scheme
2. Tax declarations with information about group composition and tax scheme
3. Normative beliefs
4. Descriptive beliefs
5. Risk preferences
6. Social value orientation
7. Demographic information

The first part of the experiment exposes participants to the same design as the main experiment. Participants take 10 subsequent decisions, on the identical choice problem. Their period income is the same as in the main experiment. Hence for participants who have income of 5 in the main experiment also have this income in the first part. Likewise for participants with an income of 10 or 15. The stated tax rate is the same as in the main experiment. The only difference between the first and the second part of the experiment is information about group composition, and about the design of the tax scheme. In the first part, participants do not know that other participants have a different income. They also do not know how the tax rate has been calculated. This first part of the experiment serves two related purposes. We gain an individual specific measure for the willingness to follow a costly rule, and we have the possibility to complement the between subjects design with a within subjects comparison: in which ways is the decision to evade taxes influenced by the tax regime, as interacting with an individual's relative income?

**Hypothesis 4** expects tax evasion to be related to the perceived fairness of the tax regime. We use the standard measure by Krupka and Weber (2013) to measure participants’ beliefs about injunctive norms. We ask for an estimate of social acceptability, separately per endowment and percent of requested tax, in steps of 10%.

**Hypothesis 6** expects choices to be influenced by (descriptive) beliefs.³ To learn whether this is true, we ask participants how much participants with income 5, 10 and 15 have declared on average. At the end of the experiment, one of these three levels is randomly selected to be payoff relevant. If any of the estimates (rounded to the next integer) is precisely correct, the participant receives 20 ECU. If the estimate is no further than 1 below or above the correct number, she receives 10 ECU.

³ The distinction between descriptive and injunctive beliefs has originally been proposed by Robert Cialdini, as part of his focus theory of normative conduct (Cialdini, Kallgren et al. 1991).
Our design deliberately excludes sanctions for tax evasion. Per se, risk is therefore not relevant for choices. Yet as we mention in the theory section, the decreasing marginal utility of income is isomorphic to risk aversion. We exploit this isomorphism and estimate risk aversion, using the standard measure by Holt and Laury (2002). This gives us an individual specific parameter for the curvature of the utility function.

Our model encompasses the mechanical effect of the tax regime on the distribution of income. We measure the individual sensitivity to inequity using the standard measure by Murphy and Ackermann (2014).

As descriptive beliefs about the compliance of participants with high income turn out to be the only variable from a post-experimental test that explains tax compliance, in the analysis we focus on this control variable.

We have run the experiment in the Cognitive and Experimental Economics Laboratory of Trento University. The experiment has been implemented in the software oTree (Chen, Schonger et al. 2016). 54 students of various majors have participated, 18 in each treatment. Half of the participants have been female. Participants on average have earned 12.72 € from the experiment (14.94 $ on the first day of the experiment), plus a show up fee of 3 €. Differences in endowment have translated into differences in earnings: endowment 5: average profit from the experiment 7.95 €; endowment 10: 12.55 €; endowment 15: 17.65 €.

5. Results

Figure 1 summarizes results from the main experiment. The dependent variable is the percent of the requested tax individuals with a certain endowment (one of the three panels) and subject to a certain tax regime (color) on average pay in the respective period. Up till period 10 (the vertical line) participants do not know that they are part of a group of three, and how the requested tax has been calculated.

Visibly we reject $H_1$. Irrespective of tax regime and endowment, participants declare substantial amounts of income, even if they have learned that they are part of an asymmetrically composed group. Only 8 of 54 participants never declare any taxes in the main experiment. Overall, they on average declare 50.94% if the tax is uniform, 28.67% if the tax is proportional, and 32.33% if the tax is progressive. This is significantly different from 0. We also reject $H_1$ separately for the lump sum tax and endowment 5 ($p < .0001$), endowment 10 ($p <...
.0001) and endowment 15 (p = .001); for proportional tax and endowment 10 (p = .002);\(^6\) for progressive tax and endowment 5 (p = .003), endowment 10 (p = .001), and endowment 15 (p < .0001).

On the other hand, Figure 1 shows that tax compliance is far from perfect. We reject that compliance is 100% both overall (p < .0001)\(^7\) and separately for each tax regime and endowment (p = .0003 for lump sum tax and endowment 10, p = .0002 for lump sum tax and endowment 15, and p < .0001 for all other combinations of tax regime and endowment).\(^8\) We thus also reject $H_2$.

Figure 1 suggests that tax morale is not only real, but that it carries over from a situation where participants are not aware of the conflict with fairness to a situation where this conflict has become visible: tax declarations essentially stay at the same level in period 11, even if participants with a certain endowment happened to have very high tax morale (as those with endowment 10 when the tax is uniform) or very low tax morale (as those with endowment 15 when the tax regime is proportional). Yet, irrespective of the tax regime, participants declare considerably less income if they learn that their income is the lowest in the group. This visual impression is corroborated by statistical analysis. Overall, making the fairness concern visible reduces compliance by 16% (Model 1 of Table 2).\(^9\) Yet as model 2 shows, this effect is exclusively driven by participants with the lowest endowment 5. The interactions between social information and endowments 10 or 15 neutralize the main effect of social information.\(^10\)

---

\(^6\) For treatment proportional and endowment 5, the constant is only weakly significant, p = .053. For treatment proportional and endowment 15, the constant is not significantly different from 0. See the Appendix for the imbalance in the composition of the type space.

\(^7\) Wald test of the point prediction after the regression reported in footnote 4.

\(^8\) Wald tests of the point prediction after the regressions reported in footnote 5.

\(^9\) 7.111/44.426 = .160.

\(^10\) Net effects of social information plus the interaction term are not significantly different from 0 for endowment 10 (p = .2813) and endowment 15 (p = .9817).
Table 2
Conflict between Tax Morale and Fairness
linear models with random effects for individuals
dv: compliance (declared / requested tax)
social information: dummy that is 1 if data is from periods 11-20
endow 10 / 15: endowments of 10 or 15 ECU per period
standard errors in parenthesis

Another way of making the point follows from tax revenue. If all participants declare all taxable income, tax revenue should be 360 in each treatment of the main experiment. It actually is 183.4 when the tax is lump sum, 97 when it is proportional, and 127.69 when it is progressive. This is always less than tax revenue if participants do not know that they are part of a group, and how the tax is calculated. Then tax revenue is 204 if the tax is uniform, 115.3 if it is proportional, and 139.43 if it is progressive.

We thus establish the conflict between tax morale and fairness that we had expected in H3. We also show that this conflict is most pronounced for participants with low income, as we had expected in H6. We conclude

Result 1: If participants are part of a group with heterogeneous income, tax declarations are lower. Irrespective of the tax regime, this effect is driven by participants with the lowest income.

In H4 we had expected a direct effect of perceived fairness on tax compliance. If the tax regime is to the detriment of one's income bracket, tax evasion should be more pronounced. Both Figure 1 and Model 1 of Table 3 show that we do not have support for this hypothesis. In this regression, the main effects of the tax regime being proportional or progressive measure the effect of a difference in tax regime for participants with endowment 5. The main effects of endowment 10 or 15 measure the effect of the tax being lump sum for participants.
with higher income. The interaction effects measure the effects of the remaining income/tax regime combinations. All main and interaction effects are insignificant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>model 1</th>
<th>model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>endow 10</td>
<td>18.500</td>
<td>25.529**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(13.161)</td>
<td>(10.150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endow 15</td>
<td>2.333</td>
<td>30.450**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(13.161)</td>
<td>(10.520)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proportional</td>
<td>-14.667</td>
<td>23.604*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.934)</td>
<td>(10.845)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>progressive</td>
<td>-18.667</td>
<td>23.040*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.934)</td>
<td>(10.975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endow 10 * proportional</td>
<td>-10.167</td>
<td>-36.722*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.612)</td>
<td>(14.571)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endow 10 * progressive</td>
<td>-10.667</td>
<td>-35.191*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.612)</td>
<td>(14.534)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endow 15 * proportional</td>
<td>-12.667</td>
<td>-32.192*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.612)</td>
<td>(13.469)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endow 15 * progressive</td>
<td>10.833</td>
<td>-37.903*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.612)</td>
<td>(15.150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belief 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.913***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cons</td>
<td>44.000***</td>
<td>-23.949*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(11.974)</td>
<td>(9.942)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N obs</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N uid</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Determinants of Compliance in Main Experiment
linear models with random effects for individuals
dv: compliance (declared / requested tax)
endow 10 / 15: endowments of 10 or 15 ECU per period
belief 15: estimated compliance of all participants with endowment 15 in respective session
standard errors in parenthesis
*** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05, + p < .1

The picture clears when, in Model 2, we control for the belief about the choices of participants with high endowment. Now all expected main and interaction effects go through. We only find significant main and interaction effects though if we control for the belief about compliance by participants with high, not with medium or low income. Participants are thus influenced by their beliefs about the effect of the tax regime on others, as we had hypothesized in \( H_6 \), but only about one group of the population. We conclude

\textbf{Result 2:} Conditional on their beliefs about the tax compliance of participants with high income,

\begin{enumerate}
  \item participants with low income declare less income if the tax is a lump sum,
  \item participants with medium or high income declare more income if the tax is a lump sum.
\end{enumerate}

In Model 2 of Table 3 we show that beliefs are critical for treatment effects. In the structural model of Table 4 we go one step further. We simultaneously estimate the effect of treatments
on compliance and on beliefs, and the effect of beliefs on choices. This has three advantages: we can see treatment effects on beliefs; indirect effects of treatment on compliance through effects on beliefs; and net (additive) effects of the respective direct and indirect effect.

Figure 2 represents our approach as a path model. In the second column of Table 4 (comply) we estimate the direct effect of endowments $e_i$, tax regime $\tau_i$ and the belief $b$ individual $i$ holds about the choices participants with endowment 15, on the choices $c$ individual $i$ makes in each period $t$. We thus estimate paths (1), (2) and (5). In the third column (belief) we estimate the direct effects of endowments and tax regimes on beliefs about the choices participants with high endowments make. We thus estimate paths (3) and (4). In the fourth column (indirect effect), we report indirect effects of endowment and tax regime on choices, through the effect of beliefs on choices. We thus estimate multiplicative effects (of endowment or tax regime on beliefs, times the effect of beliefs on choices). In the path model, they are represented by the dashed red paths (6) and (7). In the last column (net effect) we report net effects, i.e. path (1) + (6), and (2) + (7), respectively.

---

12 Unsurprisingly, the model does not converge if, for both components, we estimate a random effect for groups, and another for individuals nested in groups; beliefs do not differ within individuals. We react by clustering standard errors at the highest level of dependence, i.e. groups.

13 To improve visibility, the figure drops the interactions between endowment and tax regime.

14 Standard errors and significance levels for the indirect and net effects are calculated using the delta method.
We first see that not only choices react to treatment; so do beliefs. Actually whenever we find a positive treatment effect on compliance, the corresponding treatment effect on beliefs is negative, and vice versa (but not always significantly different from 0). If a participant has endowment 5 and the tax regime is proportional (main effect of treatment proportional), she is more skeptical about income declarations by those with endowment 15. Likewise if the tax regime is progressive. Those with endowment 15 are more skeptical about income declarations of all participants with this endowment if the tax is uniform than the corresponding expectations of those with endowment 5 (main effect of endowment 15). Yet they have more optimistic beliefs about the income declarations of all participants with this endowment if the tax regime is progressive (interaction of endowment 15 with progressive taxation). Hence those with endowment 5 are overly pessimistic about compliance of others with higher endowments if the tax regime is not in their favor. Interestingly, if the tax is a lump sum, even those with endowment 15 are skeptical about compliance of others with the same endowment (effect of endowment 15 on beliefs).

Moreover, in a structural model we can test indirect (multiplicative) effects of treatment on choices through the effect of treatment on beliefs. These indirect effects are significant whenever the effect of our manipulation on beliefs is significant. Those with endowment 15 expect participants with this endowment to declare less income if the tax is uniform, compared with the estimate of this effect by those who have endowment 5 themselves (main effect of endowment 15 on beliefs). Through the significant positive effect of beliefs about choices of those with endowment 15, the more skeptical belief translates into a substantial reduction in the income declaration these participants make themselves (indirect effect of endowment 15 on compliance). Vice versa if the endowment is 15 and the tax regime is progressive. If the tax regime is proportional or progressive and an individual's own endowment is 5, she holds strongly negative beliefs about the compliance of participants with endowment 15. This translates into a strong negative indirect effect on her own compliance (negative indirect effects of tax regime being proportional or progressive).

Most interestingly, we now understand why we cannot establish unconditional treatment effects: the direct effect of the tax regime on participants with a certain endowment, and the indirect effect of this manipulation on their beliefs about those with endowment 15 not only always have opposite sign. As the final column of table shows, direct and indirect effects always cancel out. Net effects are always insignificant.
Structural Model Explaining Choices with Treatment and Beliefs, and Beliefs with Treatment

linear model with standard errors clustered at the group level
dvs: compliance rate in main experiment; estimated compliance rate of participants with endowment 15
indirect effect: of variable in question on compliance rate in main experiment, through beliefs
net effect: of direct + indirect effect
standard errors for indirect and net effects from delta method
for variable names see legend of Table 3
standard errors in parenthesis

*** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05, ‘ p < .1

We conclude

Result 3: Except if the tax is a lump sum and endowment is 10, the direct effect of the tax regime on compliance and its indirect effect through beliefs about compliance of participants with endowment 15 cancel out.

6. Discussion

Our experiment brings good and bad news for government that wants to finance public goods and redistribution from the tax revenue. The good news: even if individuals stand no chance to derive any personal benefit from how the tax revenue is used, and if they are perfectly protected from sanctions for tax evasion, most of them pay substantial amounts of taxes. Tax morale is real, even under these extreme conditions. The bad news: if income is known to be heterogeneous, tax morale deteriorates. In the experiment, income declarations are reduced by
16%. This socially detrimental effect is driven by the fact that participants with low income comply less as soon as they are made aware of the heterogeneity of the population.

Now in industrialized societies, income brackets have very uneven size. If government is chiefly interested in the tax revenue, it might be tempted to react to the conflict between fairness and tax morale by targeting one of the income brackets specifically. If government is most concerned about tax payments from the largest part of the population, i.e. those with low income, it might want to introduce progressive taxation. If government is most concerned about tax payments from those with high income, it might want to introduce proportional or even a lump sum tax. Interestingly our experiment suggests that the choice of the tax regime is irrelevant for the tax revenue. Essentially, there is nothing government can do about the negative effect of fairness concerns on tax compliance. Whichever the income bracket, and whichever the tax regime, a direct effect and an indirect effect cancel out. The direct effect stems from respecting or neglecting the fairness concerns of the income bracket in question. The indirect effect stems from the expectations this income bracket holds about the effects of the tax regime in question on tax compliance by those with high income.

One may wonder whether we must qualify this statement, given tax revenue is higher if the tax is a lump sum, rather than proportional or progressive. Yet inspecting Figure 1 one sees that this effect is not driven by the tax regime, but by heterogeneity in our sample. Irrespective of their endowment (but most pronouncedly if the endowment was 10), those who later learn that the tax is a lump sum already comply more when they neither know that the population is heterogeneous, nor how the tax is calculated. This higher propensity to abide by the rules carries over to periods 11-20.

Our design does not make it possible to overreport income. Participants with endowment 15 lack a technology for actively redressing the equality balance by sharing income with participants randomly endowed with low income. Aversion to advantageous inequality does of course exist. Yet we do not see this as an important limitation. As we have reported, participants with endowment 15 on average even do not pay more than 44.83% of the requested tax if the tax regime is most to their advantage, as it is the same for everybody. They on average believe that, with this tax regime in place, participants with endowment 5 will only pay 26.67% of the requested tax. Hence they would have plenty of room for making final income more equal by declaring their own endowment more faithfully.

In our experiment, participants are sure that underreporting income will not have material consequences. But they know that the experimenter knows their income with certainty, the same as the income of all other participants. In other contexts, it has been shown that observability reduces dishonesty (Abeler, Nosenzo et al. 2016, Gneezy, Kajackaite et al. 2018). In the field, observability is more limited. We acknowledge this and caution against the possibility that the level of tax morale might be lower in the field. Yet we do see no reason why the effects of income inequality and tax regimes should be affected by observability.
On the other hand, in our experiment income inequality results from a random draw. It has been shown that this increases dishonesty (Kajackaite 2018). In the field, income differences are at least partly due to differences in effort. This suggests that that levels of tax morale might be lower in our experiment than in the field. Possibly the effects of observability and of randomness on the level of tax morale cancel out.

Policymakers should take our main finding as liberating. They have to live with the (in the experiment rather modest) negative effect of fairness on tax morale. The choice of the tax regime can be driven by policy preferences, e.g. by a desire for indirect redistribution through differential tax burdens.

We find that only beliefs about tax compliance of participants with high endowment matter for tax compliance – for participants from all income brackets. This suggests that interventions aiming at compliance by individuals with high income pay a double dividend: government not only secures more taxes from individuals who most contribute to the budget; it indirectly also stabilizes the tax morale of the entire population.

Experiments are tools for isolating causal effects. The inevitable price for identification through random assignment to treatment is a loss in external validity. By design, the experiment is only analogous to the phenomenon in the field that one wants to understand. Our experiment is no exception to this rule. Yet when one wants to understand tax evasion, lab experiments have a big additional advantage: they allow to observe behavior that is otherwise obscured by a deep dark field. We nonetheless note the limitations inherent in our method.

In our experiment, income is assigned, not earned (to exclude a confound with fairness of desert). Our participants are all students. Their attitude towards tax evasion might differ from the general population. The amount of income that is at stake is small. The tax rate is deliberately light. Participants are perfectly informed about income brackets in the population, and about the tax burden inflicted on each of these brackets. Underreporting income is the only potential source of tax evasion. Participants know that the experimenter perfectly observes their income. There is no audit and no sanction. Tax evasion choices are also not made public so that there is no cost of reputation.

No tax authority completely relies on tax morale. Even if the probability of audit is small, and the sanction for small amounts of tax evasion is not too severe, all taxpayers face at least a small risk of being sanctioned for tax evasion. How do tax morale and the threat with sanctions interact? Which is, in particular, the effect of sanctions that would not deter a risk neutral taxpayer (for the corresponding question regarding social value orientation and non-deterrent sanctions see Engel 2014)? Is tax morale crowded out, are both effects additive, or is there even crowding in? And how does the additional effect of a (potentially non-deterrent) threat with sanctions interact with the perceived fairness of the tax regime? We leave these questions for future research.

15 See Section 2 for details.
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Instructions

Welcome!
You are going to take part in an experiment on economic decision making that will allow you to earn some money. During the experiment, you will be asked to make decisions, but you will retain your anonymity. The amount of money you will earn will depend on the decisions that you will make. In addition, you will receive a payment of €3 in exchange for your participation.
During the experiment, all the earnings will be denominated in ECU (experimental currency units). At the end of the experiment, your earnings in euro will be determined by the ECU/€ exchange rate:

20 ECU = €1.

During the experiment, you will not be allowed to talk to the other participants. If you do not follow this rule, you will be asked to leave the experiment and you will not receive any payment. If you have any questions, or need help, please raise your hand and a member of the experimental team will assist you.
The experiment consists of several parts, each of which is separated from the other parts. This means that your payments and decisions in one part of the experiment do not affect payments in subsequent parts. At the end of the experiment, you will receive a payment equal to the sum of the payments received in each part.
Below are instructions for the first part of today’s experiment.

First part instructions (Rule following by isolated individuals)

In this experiment, you assume the role of a tax payer. In each of 10 rounds, you will receive an income. In each round, you will be required to pay a tax, but you can decide to evade part of this tax, or even all of it. The amount of tax you decide to pay will be used to finance future laboratory experiments.
To facilitate your reporting, in each round, the tax you are required to pay will be pre-filled. However, you are free to change the amount as you like (and hence pay between 0% and 100% of the tax you are required to pay).
In every round, your earning in ECU is calculated as follows: the income you received minus the tax you decided to pay. Thus, the total gain in ECU for this first part of the experiment is equal to the sum of the incomes you received during each of the 10 rounds, minus the sum of the taxes you have decided to pay in the same 10 rounds.

Instructions second part (main experiment)
The second part of the experiment is identical to the first, except that you now are a member of a randomly composed group of 3 participants. Full anonymity is still guaranteed. Hence your identity will be not communicated to the other members of your group and you will never learn the identity of the other members of your group.
During this second part of the experiment you will be provided with information about the income, and the stipulated tax, for each member of your group.
This part of the experiment also lasts 10 rounds. In each round you will receive an income. In each round, you will be required to pay a tax, but you can decide to evade part of this tax, or even all of it. The amount of tax you decide to pay will be used to finance future laboratory experiments.
To facilitate your reporting, in each round, the tax you are required to pay will be pre-filled. However, you are free to change the amount as you like (and hence pay between 0% and 100% of the tax you are required to pay). You will also be provided with information on income and tax that each member of your group is required to pay in each round.

In every round, your earning in ECU is calculated as follows: the income you received minus the tax you decided to pay. Thus, the total gain in ECU for this second part of the experiment is equal to the sum of the incomes you received during each of the 10 rounds, minus the sum of the taxes you have decided to pay in the same 10 rounds.

**Instructions part 3 (normative beliefs)**

In this part of the experiment, we ask you to rate the social appropriateness of choices you and the remaining participants might have made in the previous part of the experiment. At the end of the entire experiment, the computer will randomly select one of the three situations, and one of the 11 possibilities for a choice on this task. If the choice you have made is the same as the choice that has been made most frequently by all participants of the session (including yourself), you will receive an additional bonus of 20 ECU. Should two or more choices have been equally frequent on this task, you will receive the bonus if you have made one of them.

Assume there are 3 participants who earn 5, 10 and 15 ECU.

**(Lump sum tax treatment)** Each has to pay a tax of 2 ECU

**(Proportional tax treatment)** Those with an income of 5 ECU are required to pay a tax of 1 ECU. Those with an income of 10 ECU are required to pay a fee of 2 ECU. Those with an income of 15 ECU are required to pay a fee of 3 ECU.

**(Progressive tax treatment)** Those with an income of 5 ECU are required to pay a tax of 0.571 ECU. Those with an income of 10 ECU are required to pay a fee of 2 ECU. Those with an income of 15 ECU are required to pay a fee of 3,429 ECU.

**(Lump sum tax treatment)** How socially appropriate is it that an individual with an income of 15 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU, decides to pay respectively:

**(Proportional treatment)** How socially appropriate is it that an individual with an income of 15 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 3 ECU, decides to pay respectively:

**(Progressive tax treatment)** How socially appropriate is it that an individual with an income of 15 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 3,429 ECU, decides to pay respectively:

- 0% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
  somewhat appropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
  very inappropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]

- 10% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
  somewhat appropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
  very inappropriate [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
20% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

30% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

40% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

50% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

60% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

70% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

80% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

90% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

100% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

*(Lump sum/Proportional/Progressive tax treatments)* How socially appropriate is it that an individual with an income of 10 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU, decides to pay respectively:

0% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
  somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

10% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion of Requested Tax</th>
<th>Socially Appropriate</th>
<th>Somewhat Inappropriate</th>
<th>Very Inappropriate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>very appropriate</td>
<td>somewhat appropriate</td>
<td>very inappropriate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Lump sum tax treatment)* How socially appropriate is it that an individual with an income of 5 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU, decides to pay respectively:

*(Proportional treatment)* How socially appropriate is it that an individual with an income of 5 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 1 ECU, decides to pay respectively:
(Progressive tax treatment) How socially appropriate is it that an individual with an income of 5 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 0.571 ECU, decides to pay respectively:

0% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

10% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

20% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

30% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

40% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

50% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

60% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

70% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

80% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

90% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]

100% of the requested tax - very appropriate [ ] somewhat appropriate [ ]
somewhat inappropriate [ ] very inappropriate [ ]
Instructions part 4 (descriptive beliefs)

(Lump sum tax treatment) In this experimental session, 6 participants had an income equal to 5 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU. Other 6 participants had an income of 10 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU. Finally, 6 participants had an income equal to 15 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU.

(Proportional tax treatment) In this experimental session, 6 participants had an income equal to 5 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 1 ECU. Other 6 participants had an income of 10 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU. Finally, 6 participants had an income equal to 15 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 3 ECU.

(Progressive tax treatment) In this experimental session, 6 participants had an income equal to 5 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 0.571 ECU. Other 6 participants had an income of 10 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 2 ECU. Finally, 6 participants had an income equal to 15 ECU and a requested tax to pay equal to 3.429 ECU.

How much do you believe have participants with income equal to 5 ECU on average declared (averaging over all rounds) |_|?
How much do you believe have participants with income equal to 10 ECU on average declared (averaging over all rounds) |_|?
How much do you believe have participants with income equal to 15 ECU on average declared (averaging over all rounds) |_|?

At the end of this part of the experiment, with equal probability either of these three questions will be singled out to be payoff relevant. If you get this number (rounded to the nearest integer) exactly right, you earn an additional 20 ECU. If your estimate is 1 unit above or below the true average, you earn an additional 10 ECU. If your estimate is more than 1 unit above or below the true average, you will not receive any additional compensation.

Instructions part 5 (risk elicitation)

In this part, you visualize 10 rows. For each of the rows, you have to choose between Option A and Option B. After you have made your choice in each of the 10 rows, the computer will randomly choose one of the rows to be payoff relevant. Your earnings will be defined based on the outcome of the lottery that you chose on the randomly chosen row. This earning will be added to the earnings previously accumulated.
Instructions part 6 (Social Value Orientation)

In this phase you will make a series of decisions about allocating resources (ECU) between yourself and another person. During this phase your earnings will be converted to € according to a new exchange rate

$40 \text{ ECU} = 1€.$

For each of the following items, please indicate the distribution you prefer most by clicking the respective position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Riga</th>
<th>You receive</th>
<th>Other receives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are no right or wrong answers, this is all about personal preferences.

You will repeat this task 6 times (with different numbers).

After all participants have made their decisions you will be randomly assigned to be an “Allocator” or a “Recipient”. If you are an allocator then one of your decisions (ran-
domly chosen) will determine your payoff and the payoff of another participant. If you are a recipient then your payoff will be determined by one of the other participants.

Calculation of Progressive Tax

We assume utility to be defined by (8), and $r = .5$. We further assume a subsistence income of 3. Across treatments, we hold total tax returns constant at 6, provided that all taxes are paid as due. Consequently we need tax rates such that $\hat{t}_l + \hat{t}_m + \hat{t}_h = 6$. We further want to hold $\hat{t}_m = 2$ constant across treatments. Given our assumptions about the utility function, and writing $\hat{u}_k = u(e_k - 3)$ for utility from the taxable income, we have $\Delta \hat{u}_m = u(7) - u(5) = .1548$. We calculate $\hat{t}_l$ such that $\Delta \hat{u}_l = u(2) - u(2 - \hat{t}_l) = .1548$, and $\hat{t}_h$ such that $\Delta \hat{u}_h = u(12) - u(12 - \hat{t}_h) = .1548$. This gives us $\hat{t}_l = .571, \hat{t}_h = 3.429$. 